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Asian University Research Excellence and the March toward World-Class Status

Graduate education and research within higher education systems across Asia have dramatically expanded and strengthened in the past two decades. Several Asian countries are now recognized as home to one or more world-class universities. At the same time, a number of middle income countries in Asia have articulated the desire to have a world-class university and some have established concrete plans toward that end. In this talk I discuss the Asian model of world-class university and some of the rationale of governments working to establish world-class universities in their countries. I then discuss research strengths of Asian universities and show how traditional university rankings mask much of the underlying research strengths. I argue that an accurate picture requires programmatic analysis rather than institutional or even broad area analysis. I present analyses that uncover pockets of excellence across a much wider range of universities than previously known, showing that Asian universities may be progressing in research more rapidly than commonly perceived.

Analyses presented in this talk are taken from the newly released report Higher Education in Asia: Expanding Out, Expanding Up, UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2014. (www.uis.unesco.org)
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